
Money Bags answers-2 ways to think about this problem 

https://nrich.maths.org/1116/solution 

To begin, we decided to use post-it-notes as bags and sweets to represent our pennies – this made it 
easy to visualise the question. Then, we worked out that one could only be added to zero in order to make 

itself; there was now a bag with one penny in it. After that, we made a bag with two pennies in. We did 

think that we could make two with two ones yet that would give us a problem later. Next, we worked out 

that three could already be made using bags one and two. However, four could not be made with bags 

one and two, therefore we had to make bag three have four pennies in it. We then looked and saw we 
could make numbers five (bag one and three), six (bags three and two) and seven (bags one, two and 

three) but eight was unable to be made. Consequently, that means that eight has to be in bag four. This 

used up all the pennies – there were none left over. Finally, we checked that the numbers nine to fifteen 

worked, which they did. Nine = bags four and one. Ten = bags four and two. Eleven = bags four, two and 
one. Twelve = bags four and three. Thirteen = bags four, three and one. Fourteen = bags four, three and 

two. Fifteen = bags four, three, two and one.  

 
 
 

I started to look at multiples of ten but then realised I needed to use doubles/halves. 

My first pair were 2 and 8 and then I saw I needed to have 1 and 2 and 4 and 8. 
I used the cubes to make sure that I could make all the numbers from 1 to 15.   
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